Stroud Senior Singles
23rd and 24th April 2022
at

Stroud Bowl

BTBA Sanction No 22/0094

Information, entry lists, online entry and results can be found through the
Facebook Event Stroud Senior Singles 2022, and the tournament website
tenpinengland.wix.com/sss22
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Tournament Format
Bowlers must be aged 50 by 31st December 2022.
The tournament will have separate ladies’ and men’s sections, with scratch and
age-bonus divisions in each section.
Age bonus will be calculated by the difference between their age on 31st
December 2022 and 50 (50 -> 0, 51 ->1, without limit)
Bowlers may enter either one or both divisions.
There will be separate prize funds for each section in each division. Bowlers
may cash in all divisions they have entered.
The tournament will be played on a Kegel Challenge lane pattern, which will be
announced by the tournament manager at least 1 week before the
commencement of the tournament.
Qualification
Qualification will be a 5-game block, moving lanes after each game. The total
pinfall will count towards the ranking in the division(s) that the bowler has
entered.
Bowlers may attempt to improve their standing by playing a re-entry block.
Only 1 re-entry will be allowed per bowler. If two divisions were originally
entered, the re-entry can be for one or both of the divisions already played.
If the first entry is for the Sunday morning squad (D), a re-entry requested for
the lunchtime squad (E) will only be confirmed 2 weeks before the event,
subject to available space.
Re-entries cannot be for a division not already played.
Final
1/3 of the entrants in each division will proceed to the final round, subject to a
maximum of 28 bowlers from all 4 divisions. In all circumstances, the
breakdown of bowlers in the final will reflect the ratios of bowlers in each
section and division.
All bowlers qualifying for the final round will cash.
50% (rounded down) of the pinfall from qualification will be carried forward to
the final round.
The final round will be a 4-game block, moving lanes after each game.
Final standings will be based on the total of the 4-game final block, added to
50% of the best qualifying block for each division they have entered.
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General
The tournament is open to BTBA & any other national association members
who are in good standing. Non-members will be permitted to play upon
payment of a day membership to the local association of £10.
Bowlers must register for their squad at least 30 minutes before the start time.
In the event of a tie for position at any stage of the tournament, the highest
last game will determine the higher ranked bowler.
A provisional ball will be rolled if any dispute cannot be quickly resolved.
Protects must be lodged with the Tournament Manager within 30 minutes of
the infraction and confirmed in writing within 72 hours.
Consumption of alcohol during play is not permitted.
Use of cigarettes, including e-devices, is not permitted in the bowl.
Bowlers will not be permitted to wear denim. Tailored shorts will be permitted
at the discretion of the tournament manager.
Entry is only through the online entry system, which can be reached through
the Facebook Event Stroud Senior Singles 2022 or the tournament website.
Information will be updated on the dedicated Facebook page for the event,
including allocated squad lists, and prize funds.
A waiting list will be maintained for each squad should the available entries be
exceeded.
No payment is required at time of entry. Full payment (including re-entries)
should be paid between 2 and 4 weeks before the start of the tournament to
confirm their squads. Bowlers will be emailed payment details when they are
due.
Entries which are not fully paid by 2 weeks before the tournament start will be
moved below those fully paid, potentially onto a waiting list.
Entries and re-entries will be accepted on the day, subject to available space.
If entries are not taken up, or a bowler wishes to cancel a re-entry, that space
will be allocated to the next bowler on the waiting list.
The tournament managers are Tony Brown (pre-event), and Dave Steiner.
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Cost and Prize List
Entry for one division will be £50, including £22.50 prize fund, and £2.00 BTBA
Sanction Fee.
Entry for both divisions will be £72.50, including £22.50 prize fund for each
division, and £2.00 BTBA Sanction Fee.
Re-entry for one division will be £40.
Re-entry for both divisions will be £62.50.
All bowlers making the final in each division will receive at least £50, with
bowlers towards the top of the ranking receiving more.
Example Prize List (applies to each division)

Entries
10
20
40
80

Re-Entries
2
4
10
20

Prize Fund
£270
£540
£1125
£2250

First Place
£115
£185
£230
£595

Please note the Example Prize Distribution is for illustration only, the actual
figures will be calculated and published at the completion of qualification
Schedule
10:00 Sat 23rd Qualification Squad A (Overflow only)
13:30 Sat 23rd Qualification Squad B
17:00 Sat 23rd Qualification Squad C
10:00 Sun 24th Qualification Squad D
13:30 Sun 24th Qualification Squad E
17:00 Sun 24th Final
19:30 Sun 24th Finish (approximate)
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